U.S. News & World Report organized a groundbreaking forum of top hospital executives and health care visionaries to address the critical challenges facing health systems. This 3-day event focused on how leading hospitals are creating solutions and examined the pioneering best practices that are emerging in response.

KEY TOPICS

- Inside the U.S. News Rankings
- Staffing the Hospital of Tomorrow
- The Future of Academic Medical Centers
- Applying Technology to Hospital Business Needs
- Absorbing the Newly Insured
- New Strategies for Preventing Readmissions
- Unleashing the Power of Big Data
- Lessons in Emergency Preparedness

LEADING VOICES

William H. “Bill” Frist, M.D.
Former U.S. Senate Majority Leader

Donna E. Shalala, Ph.D.
President University of Miami,
former U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary

Gregory Sorensen, M.D.
Chief Executive Officer, Siemens Healthcare North America

Toby M. Cosgrove, M.D.
CEO, Cleveland Clinic

Michael D. Robinson
Vice President, United States Health & Life Sciences, Microsoft

Patrick Conway, M.D.
Chief Medical Officer and Director, Center for Clinical Standards and Quality

Peter L. Slavin, M.D.
President, Massachusetts General Hospital

Tom Frieden, M.D., M.P.H.
Director, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
We have followed the hospital industry and its consumers closely for more than 20 years. Our rankings have identified the Best Hospitals for the most seriously ill patients in specialties ranging from cancer to neurology to heart disease. Next year we will be broadening our coverage to identify top providers of more routine care, such as hip replacement and heart bypass surgery. We’re also expanding our mission: This first annual forum will examine the most pressing challenges facing the hospital industry and try to surface optimal answers from the nation’s most distinguished healthcare experts and thought leaders.
MEDIA COVERAGE

Conference Looks at "Hospital of Tomorrow"

WASHINGTON, DC
Monday, November 4, 2013

Former Senate Majority Leader and professor in Clinical Sciences, William H. Frist, is among the experts attending the U.S. News & World Report conference on "The Hospital of Tomorrow." The event focuses on critical challenges for the future of the hospital industry, experts in public policy, health care industry, and medicine participate in a series of unique discussion panels addressing the evolving nature of our health care system and the ways in which hospitals will approach the future.
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1400 tweets
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DELIVERING
Over 5.6 million impressions

Bill Frist, M.D. @bfrist
This afternoon: Envisioning the Hospital of Tomorrow w/ @USNews #USNHOT13

NewYork-Presbyterian @nyphospital
Recap this year’s #USNHOT13 incl. NYP’s CIO @aboynyp and VP for Safety, Security and Emergency Services @JeffBokser ow.ly/qDbcy

Philips Healthcare @philipshealth
"#Telemedicine: Vast Potential, Increased Efficiency" - ow.ly/qyHar #USNHOT13 via @USNewsHealth

AmericanHospitalAssn @ahahospitals
AHA President discussing #hospitals collaborating within the community to proactively reach patient population #USNHOT13